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Plane Poiseuille flow is analyzed according to the method of element- 
ary solutions previously developed by the author. 
Different series expansions prove useful for different flow regimes, 
but all the series arc shown to be always convergent. 
The general results are applied to find the limiting behaviors for 
large and small Knudsen numbers, and to discuss the limits of applica- 
tion of continuum and slip-flow theories. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The flow of rarefied gases through long tubes has been studied extensively, 
both from the experimental and theoretical standpoint, because of a typical 
effect of rarefaction, a minimum in the volumetric flow rate as a function 
of the pressure [l-15]. There is now a full evidence that such a minimum is 
implied by the ordinary description of a rarefied gas through the Boltzmann 
equation [ 1 l-l 51. 
In the present paper the plane Poiseuille flow is analyzed by the method 
of elementary solutions proposed by the author [16]; the linearized model 
suggested by Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook [17, 181 is used. The most noti- 
ceable feature of the method consists in giving different expressions of the 
solution by means of convergent series. Besides, different series expansions 
show their most rapid convergence for different values of the Knudsen 
number (Kn .y l/d, if 1 is the mean free path and d the thickness of the slab), 
typically for Kn + 0 and Kn -+ co. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM TO SOLVING A 
FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Let us consider two plates separated by a distance d, and a gas flowing 
parallel to them in the z direction, owing to a density gradient up,, which is in 
turn caused by a pressure gradient. The temperature T is supposed to be 
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constant on the plates, and consequently throughout because of the lineariza- 
tion. 
Let us put: 
f(X, z, c) -=.FO’(z, c) [l + h(x, c)] (1) 
where c is the molecular velocity in (2RT)1/2 units and 
pyz, c) = (1 + fCz> p * 7+/a e-c’ (2) 
then the following equation is obtained 1131: 
ah 
KC; + C, - = Lh. 
ax 
It is convenient to consider 
2(x, c,) = + rms e-fct te?1 c,h(x, c) dc, dc, (4) 
as the fundamental unknown function; in fact, if 2 is known, the problem is 
pratically solved. 
An integration of Eq. (3) with respect to c, and c, (with weight 
m-kz exp (- cV2 - cz2)) gives: 
a2 1 1 *Oc &+cz-=- ___ 
ax [ 1 0 d/, --'o 
e-%* 2(x, a) dczl - Z(x, c J] . (5) 
Here 0 is the mean free time and the B.G.K. model has been used for giving 
the explicit expression of L. 
The boundary conditions for Eq. 5 are: 
( d Z - -2-sgnc,, c, 1 = 0. (6) 
It is easily seen that 
zo(x, c,) = + ted [u2 - (;)’ - 2uc, - (1 - 2c,9)] $ 
is a particular solution of Eq. (5). Then 2 is given by 
2(x, c,) = zo(% cz) - + Kdy(% c,) (8) 
(7) 
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where y(u, c,) satisfies 
c, 2 -t Au, 4 = & r --m e -‘:I y(u, c,,) dc,, 
y(--+wcz9c,) 
1 
=Ic,j --(1 -2c,2)-. 
8 (10) 
Since the symmetry inherent to our problem implies that 
3?(“, CT) = Y(- x, - 4 (11) 
the general solution of Eq. (9) according to the elementary solutions method 
[16, 191 reads as follows: 
~(4 4 L- 4 i P(4 44 exp (-. :; -- &) 
+ P lrn ?ft!!S exp [ -. 5 - &] dv 
---t v - c, (14 
where 
P(c~) = l/?r [ecJ’ - 2c, 1: eu’du] (13) 
and the symbol P means that the Cauchy principal value of the integral is 
considered. A, is an arbitrary constant, while .4(v) is a function only restricted 
by the symmetry condition: 
A(v) = A(- v) (14) 
and by the condition of being integrable on the real axis (and also Holderian, 
if the equations are understood to hold pointwise). 
The boundary conditions now read: 
P 
r o s dv -t- ~(4 44 z 
=cz-(] .-~,‘7$-A,-~-$f-$e-8~vdv (c,>O). (15) 
r 
Acting on both sides with the inverse of the operator appearing in the left 
side of Eq. (15) gives [19]: 
G ev’X(-v) 
I 
m 
-t- 2 [p(v)]2 + n-w 
ux(-- ‘1 e-6/u A@) du 
o u 1 v  (16) 
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where 0 = l/e = 1.1466 (G/“/2) is the slip coefficient in 19 units [16, 201, 
X(z) -= z-l exp I+ J+r tan-i [$J &I . (17) 
Equation (16) holds provided that A, satisfies 
F 
3D 
ve--6;c X( --- v) A(v) dv. (18) . o 
Thus our problem has been reduced to the task of solving an integral equa- 
tion, Eq. (16). In the following section the solution of Eq. (16) through the 
Neumann-Liouville series is investigated and shown to be quite useful for 
large 6 (Kn + 0). 
3. SOLUTION OF EQ. (16) BY A 
CONVERGENT SERIFS AND APPLICATIONS 
An analysis similar to a previously developed one [21] shows that the 
Neumann-Liouville series, i.e., the solution by iteration, of Eq. (16) con- 
verges, It is also obvious that the larger 6, the more rapid is the convergence. 
In particular, when 6 4 CO, neglecting terms of order exp [- 3(6/2)2/3] 
gives: 
(19) 
(20) 
The macroscopic velocity is 
d(u) : -+; JT’ X(u, c,) e-‘=* dc, 
x. 
=-+Kd) -+ [u2 - (;,‘I !- A, 
-t r 44 exp (- t - &) dv/ --P 
so that the dimensional volume flow rate is: 
(21) 
612 Q(S) - 3 $ J-,,,4w du 
S -= - T 
6 
A,(8) d- $ j-= A(v; 8) [1 - e-*/v] dv. (22) 
0 
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Consequently as 8 + 00, Q(S) behaves according to: 
Q(S) - $ + c, -I- +- (Q + 2) + jr r;;;l;I);;2 dw q ($ -t 0) 
02X( - w) ew2 dw 
M42 + +w2 
@-+a) (23) 
now: 
P 
wx(-w91)e”z dw _ _ 
0 M412 + 7+k2 
-+3 -202) 
7r 
(24) 
and consequently: 
Q(S) - + + u t- +- [202 - l] 
@-+a) 
(25) 
The integral appearing in Eq. (25) can be simplified as follows: 
I 
33 w2X( - 77) er2 dw = 2 
0 [p(w)12 + 7r2w2 
x [,u + jr p;,“;;:;, dt] 
r 
t 3e @dt 
o [p(t)]2 + 7rv . (26) 1
Accordingly: 
Q(S)-$+U+~~ 
a(402 - 9) 1 
4 1 g- 
(27) 
From the first terms of this asymptotic expansion it is easily seen that the 
relative error implied by using the continuum description with slip boundary 
condition is, for large 6, of order or = 68-l@ + 6)-l; therefore it can be safely 
used only for 6 > 20 (for 6 - 20, or - l/100). The relative error implied by 
using the continuum description with no slip condition is, for very large 6, 
of order l a = 618, i.e., one must take 6 > 600 in order to have Ed < l/100. 
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4. USINGANOTHERFREDHOLMINTEGRALEQUATION 
TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
It is useful to consider another procedure in order to solve Eq. (15), by 
writing it in the following form holding also for c, > 0: 
Then, using the inverse of the operator appearing in the left side [16, 191 
gives: 
+ + j”_“, t(t + v) e-@ dt] 
- -!!!!bk/ (1 - e-S/V) du. 
u+lol (29) 
Let us consider only positive values of v as it is sufficient; then: 
s 
co l/T 
--m 
t(t + v) e-@ dt = 2 
s 
1 m &““(i-- t-v u+\t\ = - R(w, 26) -co u+v 
where 
q(z) = c&dt 
R(o, 24) = .-?- jcu t2e-$‘dt 
u + fJ 0 (t + 0) (t + u) . 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
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Consequently: 
* d/lr 
44 = - [p(v)]f-;. A2 1 -. 2vq(- v) + -j-- [ 1 
2 
-I [p(v)]2e;. 7rw o P 
u( 1 - e -*y R(e, u) A(u) du (35) 
provided that 
A, = -&= + $ + --& 1: WI(u) [h - uq( - u)] . (1 - e -a/U) du. (36) 
5. SOLUTION OF EQ. (35) BY A 
CONVERGENT SERIES AND APPLICATIONS 
The same analysis as carried out in [21] shows that the Neumann-Liouville 
series of Eq. (35) converges for every 6. It is only to be noted that in this case 
the symmetrized kernel turns out to be 
K(v, t; 6) = R(v, t) (1 - e-+)1/2 (1 - e--6jt)r/2 If(l) H(v) (37) 
so that its square norm is 
*cc . 
JJ 
- 
N2 [K(v, S)]” dvdf [I‘= 2 
eV’dv 2 
E t; < 0 0 q( v) 1 [p(v)]2 + 7?v2 < 1 (38) 
owing to the relations 
tv[+, t)]’ < 4q(- v) q(- q; q(- v) < .$. (39) 
The smaller is 6 (Kn -+ co), the more rapidly converges the abovemen- 
tioned series. In particular we get: 
A, = $ + O(1) 
44 := - q [p(v)12ey; *2 + O(1) (6 -+ 0) 
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and consequently: 
Q(S) = $ _ F j,” ;;~~l;;e~+~ dv _I- O(1) 
26 =--- 
SD a2 0 
vev2’;pl-&~ ,v;-“‘l dv L O( 1) 
2 d/lr ’ =-- 
J a2 0 
ve“[~p;~~~/~ -$“‘“I de, + O(1) 
2G1 l =--- 
s [ 62 77 o 
v  1 - ?- - e-‘/O] dv + O(1) 
V 
=--&jr’ -;43-e-“du kO(1) 
‘1 ---e-u 
- _ -._. 
- d2/-F- I’ 
du -!- O(I) 
= ~ jam -1- O(1) 
= - +ogs + O(1) (6 ---f 0). (41) 
x 
This result is in accordance with the behavior for 6 --t 0, as found in [13]. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown how to use the method of elementary solutions to obtain 
informations about the problem of plane Poiseuille flow; the method is 
found noticeably useful for giving the limiting behavior both at large and 
small Knudsen numbers. Besides, it is to be noted that the method clearly 
separates the limiting behaviors from higher order terms. 
To conclude, we observe that the analysis of this problem, together with 
the previous treatment of the Couctte flow problem [21], practically exhausts 
the treatment of onedimensional steady problems at constant temperature 
by the B.G.K. model; in fact in one case the solution is symmetric, in the 
other antisymmetric, and eventually in more general problems the solution can 
be split in a symmetric and an antisymmetric part in order to repeat on them 
the analysis we have carried out for two particular problems. 
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